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Airlines flying in Brazil have their regular operations ruled by RBAC, *Regulamentos Brasileiros de Aviação Civil*, the Brazilian Aviation Civil Regulation, Part 121. The requirement states that any flight must have enough fuel to go from origin to destination (point A to point B). Also, the flight must have fuel to the alternate airport (point B to point C), plus a contingency fuel that equals the fuel quantity required to fly 10% of the flight time from A to B (AAC, 2019). This 10% fuel for contingency is a number defined in the past by the local authority to cover errors during performance calculations, errors in the aircraft navigation, and also due to inadequate or non-existent meteorology forecasting. The sum of these errors requires additional fuel to make in-flight corrections to unpredicted situations (Hao et al., 2016). However, the technical development in aviation brought more accuracy to the air navigation, and more reliability to the computerized flight planning performance calculations and meteorology forecasting. This evolution was possible because nowadays, the systems are integrated with other tools in the airline, increasing the database for predictions and analysis (Altus, 2009).

Today, the major commercial aircraft manufacturers equip their airplane models with navigation systems that, in conjunction with the flight plan and existing meteorology forecasting, are capable of precisely predict the atmosphere condition on every flight level and every mile of the flight. These technological enhancements of current aviation are reducing the differences between the planned and actual fuel burn. Companies intend to keep investing in flight planning systems and modern aircraft because, in this way, airlines can save fuel with accurate and optimized flight plans applied to flight operations (Altus, 2009).

**Problem**

According to the ANAC, *Agência Nacional de Aviação Civil*, the Brazilian Aviation Authority, fuel is one of the airlines' highest costs. In Brazil, fuel cost has represented 24.8% to 29.5% of airline costs composition from 2015 to 2017. As shown in Figure 1, we display the cost composition of Brazilian companies, including fuel, rental, maintenance, depreciation, and airport fees, amongst other costs (ANAC, 2018).
Due to the high impact of fuel to airlines costs composition and the continuous intention to reduce costs and also CO₂ emission, almost all airlines around the world are attempting to find ways to increase fuel efficiency actions and reduce the unnecessary, or unwanted, fuel burn following ICAO recommendations (Johnson et al., 2013). It is essential to highlight that fuel burning is part of the aircraft operation. Thus, it is part of the business, and the total fuel burnt is directly related to the aircraft’s weight when flying. In general terms, airlines aim to operate with the highest number of passengers and or cargo. Airlines must avoid all unnecessary non-paying loads, such as any unneeded fuel quantity, which would only increase weight but provides no revenue. This dilemma brings us to the core of this research. The fuel burned has a direct correlation with the actual aircraft weight. Therefore, more fuel carried represents more fuel consumed, and the total aircraft weight should avoid any unwanted or unnecessary weight. In other words, the goal is to reduce the Marginal Fuel Burn (MFB), a concept that states that the incremental fuel burnt to transport a particular load by a certain leg length.

MFB is historically between 2.5% and 5% of each kilogram of fuel per flight hour (Denuwelaere, 2012). Civil Aviation Authorities around the world, such as Australian, Chilean, European, and Mexican, for example, already identified that the contingency fuel required by their aviation regulation was beyond the real contingency fuel for safe operations (CASA, 2018). After comparing predicted versus actual fuel burnt, and the evaluation of the number of flights diverted due to

Figure 1. Composition of Business Costs - ANAC (2015 - 2017).
fuel emergencies, those authorities have reduced the necessary contingency from 10% to lower values as 5%. In some cases, those authorities permit the use of 3% (EASA, 2019). The FAA, in the United States, keeps 10% as a general requirement to all regular operators. However, the FAA allows airlines to define their contingency fuel requirements for domestic flights. Also, the FAA grants a deviation for international flights to keep a 10% value in the segment of the trip where the aircraft’s position cannot be determined at least one time per hour. This is a special surveillance requirement. In other words, the FAA gives the airline the responsibility to manage its policies for the application of the contingency fuel percentages (FAA, 2015). Brazilian aviation has similarities with the cited countries when looking to the aircraft types operated; we fly state of the art airplane models from all significant airplane manufactures such as Airbus, Boeing, and Embraer. Our operational rules regarding maintenance requirements and airspace navigation, for example, are also under the same kind of scrutiny that airlines have in Europe and the USA. And finally, the software used on dispatches, and our crew training programs also follow recognizable international standards such as IOSA (IATA Operational Safety Audit). Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that Brazilian fuel requirements can be reviewed to also be in line with the most updated rules.

**Purpose**

This study proposes to scientifically support a change in the Brazilian aviation regulation, RBAC 121, to reduce the percentage of the current contingency fuel from 10% to 5% for all airlines, and to evaluate lower contingency fuel values based on specific authorization requirements. ABEAR proposed this change. ANAC reviewed this research and approved the changes in regulation in February 2020. The new law took effect on April 1st, 2020.

**Existing Fuel Regulations and Practices**

**Regulatory Contingency Fuel**

The existing requirement for contingency fuel in the current RBAC 121 is based on the older versions of Brazilian aviation regulation, RBHA 121, and has inherited its rules from the beginning of the Brazilian airlines’ operations. The first versions, based on the FAA regulation, defined the required contingency fuel as a number enough to compensate unforeseen factors, navigation error, or even calculations error in the dispatch process. However, aviation in the world experienced the lead technological development along the last decades, changing the precision of the estimates, bringing precise navigation to the airlines, and promoting accurate meteorology forecasts (Schneider, 2009). Other regulatory agencies around the world, such as American, Australian, Chilean, European, Mexican, etc., that also use standardized rules for determining the requirements for
fuel planning, have stepped forward. They evolved to a more modern approach of their legislations, based their minimum requirements on the existing rules from the International Civil Organization Association (ICAO). According to Standard and Recommended Practices (SARP) 4.3.6.1 (ICAO, 2013), a flight shall not be initiated unless it takes into consideration the meteorological conditions and delays expected in the flight. The aircraft has enough fuel to accomplish the flight safely.

Additionally, a 5% reserve fuel shall be considered for contingencies and unforeseen situations that shall not be lower than the amount required to fly for five minutes at holding speed at 450 m (1500 ft) above the destination aerodrome in standard conditions (ICAO Annex 6, chapter 4.3.6). The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) Regulation, in its Commission regulation 965, dictates technical requirements related to air operations that contain fuel regulations. This particular part of the European law states that the operator to the flight planning shall define a fuel policy. This ensures that every flight has enough fuel for the planned operation and enough reserve fuel to cover deviations and contingencies (EASA, 2012). Table 1 summarizes the contingency fuel requirement adopted by the authorities from relevant aviation markets.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Contingency Fuel per Country/Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUSTRALIA (CASA 29/18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAZIL (RBAC 121)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANADA (TP 14371)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILE (DAN 121)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHINA (CCAR 121)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLOMBIA (RAC 121)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROPE (ANEX 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANAMA (RACP 58C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERU (RAP 121)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.A (FAR 121)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 5 0% 1 0% 5 0% 1 5 5 5 0% 0%*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Under particular deviations, FAA permits the dispatch of domestic flights without contingency fuel, and international flights with 10% only in segments without determined surveillance level.

**Fuel Planning**

In the airline environment, every flight planning has the participation of the flight dispatch department. This department has, among others, the responsibility to calculate the total fuel required to complete the planned flight. This calculation takes into account the aircraft model performance, flight route, operational limitations, loads, weather conditions, and the minimum fuel required as defined by local regulation (Dispatcher.org, 2019). The needed minimum fuel is composed
of different parts and has a single calculation for each specific flight every day. As differences in wind, meteorology, aircraft degradation, total weight, may require more or less fuel.

The existing Brazilian regulation for airlines, RBAC 121, has in its requirements the minimum fuel planning. Paragraph 121.645 mandates that each operator must take into consideration wind and known meteorology conditions to calculate fuel for every flight of the jet plane. The computation should consider having enough fuel to fly to and land in the destination airport, fly a period equals to ten percent of the total time required from the origin to the destination airport (Contingency Fuel), fly to and land in an alternative airport, and fly thirty minutes, on holding speed as applicable to the aircraft model, on a height of one thousand and five hundred feet from an alternative airport.

The requirements of the RBAC 121.645 are graphically demonstrated in Figure 2, which also gives an overview of the composition of the minimum fuel onboard the aircraft. Any other extra fuel defined by company policies can be added to the available volume of the tank. However, this extra fuel cannot substitute the minimum required fuel.

![Figure 2. Composition of the Minimum Required Fuel in Brazil.](image)

Airlines are continually looking for fuel savings by the reduction of fuel burning. One of the most used strategies is to reduce the onboard fuel to have lower final aircraft weight, thus reducing fuel consumption (Airbus, 2004). On each of the above segments of the required fuel, airlines have the means to manage and work in the reduction of fuel needed. Although they have different ways of contributing to fuel-saving, their mutual effort can bring significant fuel saving results for the Airline (Airbus, 2004). According to Boeing, companies spent 10% more fuel than required in 2011. To increase fuel efficiency, pilots can manage some phases of flight. Examples include taxis, optimizing routes, optimum flight levels, and different regimes on trips. Also, the airlines must apply procedures as fuel conservation strategies in the takeoff, climb, cruise, descent, approach, and taxi phases (Boeing, 2010). According to Airbus, we can reduce Taxi fuel by applying a technique as the use of one engine for taxi and management of optimum moment
to start engines (Airbus, 2004). The Trip fuel can be managed by the airlines, mainly for pilots, by the application of several actions from the takeoff to the landing. The most used techniques pass through the implementation of proper takeoff flaps policies. These policies can influence the fuel consumption directly, the definition and the use of shortest routes, and the use of optimum flight levels that can contribute to reducing the in-flight fuel burnt.

As an example of the impact of an optimum flight level policy application, flying at 2,000 below the optimum altitude can increase 2% of fuel burn (Boeing, 2010). Alternate fuel can be managed by airlines by the strategic choice of the alternative airports to be used for each route. Usually, airlines also take into account other costs arising from a diverted flight but still take into account the fuel required by regulation for this phase. Extra fuel is part of the company's policies and is covered by the strategic decisions to manage any amount of additional fuel or the need to cut it. Finally, the Final Reserve Fuel of 30 minutes cannot be reduced as it is the only supply in cases of final emergency and is mandated by ICAO Annex 6. (ANAC, 2018). We can see that airlines have the means to work and manage the fuel burnt by applying internal procedures, fuel savings techniques, and operational policies. However, airlines cannot control the 10% contingency fuel, as it is mandatory. Even when having the exact dispatch process and modern aircraft that could justify the reduction of this percentage, the airline is obligated to transport extra-weight in unnecessary contingency fuel, which increases costs.

**Risk Management and Assessment**

A reduction in the contingency fuel results directly in less fuel onboard and may sound like a reduction on the safety level, and consequently, higher risks to the flight operations. However, airlines have the means to manage the risk by assessing, evaluating, and controlling all phases of flight, from planning and dispatch, until monitoring on real-time all flights from takeoff to landing. The airline operations, including flight operations, have inherent risks, and risk management is the ability to achieve the business goals by integrating economic, environmental, and social opportunities with the business strategy keeping the operationally acceptable safety level (Flouris et al., 2011). Like other activities of high risk, aviation needs to have thorough and comprehensive studies for implementing new processes and procedures to evaluate implementation feasibility. One of the best ways to analyze the risks involved is through risk assessments (ICAO, 2013). Risk assessment consists of maintaining risks at some acceptable level before the implementation. The process starts with a crucial phase of hazard identification, and after analyses, risks are set in a matrix of severity, and the probability of harm or damage occurs. It is noticeable that risk assessment is vital to the risk management process and is essential in the core competency of safety professionals (ICAO, 2013). Applying the risk assessment to the reduction of contingency fuel percentage would result in apparent hazards of lack of fuel to
the planned trip and the need to use the Final Reserve Fuel, entering in the emergency condition. Therefore, the risk assessment intends to raise this evident and severe hazard. In contrast, the risk management wants to find means to control and keep acceptable safety levels in the flight operations.

**Research Methodology**

This research uses two parallel methodologies to evaluate the impacts of the reduction of the regulatory contingency fuel from 10% to 5%. The starting point is an analysis of the flight's historical database, provided by two of the three major Brazilian airlines. The actual contingency fuel on departure is mathematically replaced by 5% to check the remaining fuel on landing and the global impacts of this change as a qualitative analysis. The second part simulates multiple flights with different inputs of fuel planning (taxi fuel, trip fuel, additional fuel, etc.) and the 5% proposed rule, and use randomization to calculate the remaining fuel on landing for different conditions created by the model.

The Monte Carlo methodology intends to simulate random scenarios to find if any percentage of flights that consumed all its fuel after reducing the contingency requirement to 5% (Shreider et al., 1966). We were able to simulate real flight conditions using the airline historical database to calculate initial fuel onboard, fuel used on each different flight, and the remaining fuel on landing. The information on the databases is a stratified sampling of the totality of the Brazilian aviation. The database represents 60% of Brazilian operations considering the number of flights and covers six to twelve months of services, and contains the relevant operational information to this research. After the data cleaning, the list remained with a total of 293,488 flights. Following the ANAC records, in the same period, both airlines together made 371,339 flights. The final spreadsheet includes the columns with the following calculated variables to support the analysis: **TOTAL FUEL 10** (Total fuel on board with 10% contingency fuel); **TOTAL FUEL 5** (Total fuel on board with 5% contingency fuel); **USED TRIP FUEL** - Total fuel used in the flight; **LAND 5%** (Total fuel on landing if the contingency fuel was 5%); **DIFF FOB** (Difference on Fuel On Board when comparing rules of 10% and 5% for contingency fuel); and **DIFF F.BURN** (Difference on fuel burn due to the DIFF FO). The target is to identify flights that would have fuel onboard under the minimum limits when being dispatched using five percent of contingency fuel in the planning phase. In other words, to evaluate when **LAND 5%** is smaller than **RESERVE FUEL**. Then, these two additional columns are created in the spreadsheet: **GROUP** - Classification of the flight per its duration and **CONSUMPTION FACTOR** - Relation of actual and planned trip fuel. A snapshot of the spreadsheet is presented in Table 2.
Table 2

Example of Final Spreadsheet Calculation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIQUE ID</th>
<th>TRIP FUEL PLAN</th>
<th>TOTAL FUEL 10</th>
<th>TOTAL FUEL 5</th>
<th>USED TRIP FUEL</th>
<th>LAND 5%</th>
<th>DIFF F.BURN</th>
<th>DIFF FOB</th>
<th>RANGE</th>
<th>CONSUMPTION FACTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>6175</td>
<td>6104</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>4304</td>
<td>-96</td>
<td>-71.20</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>-1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1641</td>
<td>7171</td>
<td>7121</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>5721</td>
<td>-241</td>
<td>-49.95</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2465</td>
<td>6474</td>
<td>6409</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>4009</td>
<td>-65</td>
<td>-64.75</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>-1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2404</td>
<td>6474</td>
<td>6393</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>4093</td>
<td>-104</td>
<td>-80.80</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>-2.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model Spreadsheet

The model for simulation is written in a separate spreadsheet where the Excel application, Oracle Crystal Ball, can run separately for each group of flights. The modeling is the calculation of the random fuel quantities of each variable of the model (PLANNED TRIP FUEL, CONTINGENCY FUEL, ALTERNATE FUEL, RESERVE FUEL, TAXI FUEL, EXTRA FUEL, and CONSUMPTION FACTOR), respecting the historical behavior of each of data separately, to find the remaining fuel of each simulation.

Figure 3. Simulation Model for Remaining Fuel with 5% of Contingency Fuel.

Figure 3 above illustrates the relationship between variables in the model, the calculation to find the remaining fuel of each flight, and the variables that receive the values randomized by the Monte Carlo methodology using historical data from the Simulation Spreadsheet described in the item before. A mathematical model used this statistical information to simulate the remaining fuel on board of simulated flights, and compare with the minimum reserve fuel (holding fuel), to conclude if any flight could be severely affected by the change on the contingency fuel from 10% to 5%.
Research Outcomes

Both Airline A and Airline B provided flight planning historical data and also actual flight data received automatically via ACARS from flights in the same period. This study compared both information to find pairs of "actual vs. planned" and cleaned the data using the process mentioned in the previous section. These actions resulted in several flights enough to run analysis and predict results using actual data, with the representativeness of 99.92% of the sample, as per Yamane's sample size formula calculation. Table 3 provides details about sampling sizing and confidence interval calculation.

Table 3
Analysis of Flights Data Sampling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIRLINE</th>
<th>Airline A</th>
<th>Airline B</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of flights (Sample Size)</td>
<td>211,839</td>
<td>81,649</td>
<td>293,488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period in the sampling</td>
<td>12 Months</td>
<td>7 Months</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total flights in the period (Population)</td>
<td>249,663</td>
<td>121,736</td>
<td>371,399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Size %</td>
<td>84.85%</td>
<td>67.07%</td>
<td>79.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representativeness (Confidence Interval)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>99.92%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, there are several different types of flights contained in the dataset, which do not allow us to compare them directly. These flights are operated by different aircraft models, flying different distances, carrying different weights, in multiple combinations of these factors. Therefore, to better explore the data, the outcomes are presented categorized by the flight duration, which is the factor that most directly affects the amount of fuel burnt by the aircraft.

For this research, the flight durations were categorized in five different blocks, separated by one hour difference, as follows:

- Group A – Flights with a duration of 1 hour or less
- Group B – Flights with a duration above 1 hour and up 2 hours
- Group C – Flights with a duration above 2 hours and up 3 hours
- Group D – Flights with a duration above 3 hours and up 4 hours
- Group E – Flights with a duration above 4 hours and up 6 hours
- Group F – Flights with a duration above 6 hours and up 10 hours
- Group G – Flights with a duration above 10 hours or more

This categorization reveals that the Brazilian operations have almost 70% of its services concentrated in flights with duration up to 2 hours. If analyzing
flights until 3 hours of the period, it returns coverage of more than 90% of Brazilian flights, as shown in Figure 4.

**Figure 4.** Distribution of flights per duration.

**Flight Analysis Outcome**

The historical data of flights provided by the airlines were used to an initial estimation of the "new" Fuel On Board (FOB) using the new proposed rule of 5% of contingency fuel instead of existing contingency fuel.

For this analysis, the previous existing 10% quantity was replaced by 5% to calculate how much fuel each flight would have on landing if it were dispatched using the new percentage contingency fuel.

An intuitive conclusion for reducing the contingency fuel from 10% to 5%, is that all flights should have a reduction in the fuel quantity on landing. Since the less fuel the aircraft have in the departure, the less fuel would have in the arrival. However, the current regulation requires 10% over the flight time, while the new proposal is 5% over the trip fuel quantity, what turns into a non-linear relation between old and new scenario, invalidating that intuitive relation. Figure 5 shows in yellow the percentage of flights that are "positively" affected by new as it would land with more fuel than before. The blue bars in the same figure represents flights that are affected "negatively" by the change, as it would land with less fuel than before. Both information is clustered by flight time categories. In general,
approximately 29% of flights had an increase in their fuel quantity on landing, which confirms the above citation of a non-linear relation between previous and new rule. Very short flights (Category A) are more "positively" affected, while the other categories have more flights "negatively" affected. The most affected flights are concentrated in the Categories B and C. Figure 5 gives details on this analysis.

![Figure 5. How the Remaining Fuel is Affected by the Change in the Contingency Fuel.](image)

However, even if the change of the current regulation to 5% is capable of increasing the remaining fuel quantity on the landing of almost 30% of flights, we still needed to investigate further how the other flights were impacted. The next step was to analyze the flights that had their fuel quantity at landing decreased, and how much remained on board, to find out if any flight might be safely affected by this change. Therefore, the researchers compared the new fuel onboard on landing, applying the 5% rule, with the final reserve fuel (holding fuel), and observed the difference between them. The objective was to check if there would be any flight with fuel onboard on landing lower than the minimum fuel required by regulation, which could result in an emergency condition. Figure 6 gives the number of observations of flights, grouped by the difference of remaining fuel on landing and final reserve fuel. Negative values identified situations when the flight landed below the minimum fuel required by regulation, while positive values indicate more fuel than the final reserve fuel quantity.
It is possible to observe that after changing the contingency fuel rule, the majority of flights would land with 2000kg up to 4000kg more fuel than the minimum reserve. The figure reveals one isolated case in which the aircraft would land with less fuel than the minimum reserve, or in other words, in a fuel emergency condition. Regarding this specific flight, the historical data revealed that even with the current 10% rule, this flight was in a fuel emergency condition, and for that will not be considered to the purpose of this study.

The Monte Carlo simulation was also divided into separated simulations for each flight category. So the effect of flight consumption differences of short and long flights will not affect the historical data collection. The model created to this simulation requires statistical information, to run random scenarios, from the historical data of the following variables: Taxi Fuel, Planned Trip Fuel, Alternate Fuel, Extra Fuel, Holding Fuel and The relation between Actual and Planned Trip Fuel, also named in this study as Consumption Factor.

The observation of the above variables data determines the type of statistic distribution of the historical representation. This determination is required to define the inputs needed from each variable (mean, mode, standard deviation, etc.) to be inputted in the simulation tool. With the support of the Excel application Oracle Crystal Ball, and using the built-in tool based on Anderson-Darling methodology,
it was possible to determine the distribution that better adjusted for each dataset. Table 4 presents the results of this analysis.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Distributions for Each Historical Observation Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group A</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group B</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group C</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group D</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group E</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group F</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group G</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, the researchers calculated the below values to each historical data, based on the required inputs to the simulation model.

The researchers simulated 200,000 flights for each of groups A, B, and C, and 50,000 flights for groups D, E, F, and G, totalizing 800,000 flights simulated to find the remaining fuel. The results are shown in Figures 7 to 13, which provides the frequency of residual fuel values, and reveal the pattern of a Normal distribution for all simulations groups. From each graph, we observe the average value and standard deviation. Following the Empirical Rule, the parameters of mean and standard deviation can be used to define the population covered by the results of a Normal Distribution, where two values of standard deviations result in coverage of 95.4% of the results (edX,2019).

![Figure 7. Probability Distribution of Remaining Fuel on Group A Simulation.](image-url)
Figure 8. Probability Distribution of Remaining Fuel on Group B Simulation.

Figure 9. Probability Distribution of Remaining Fuel on Group C Simulation.

Figure 10. Probability Distribution of Remaining Fuel on Group D Simulation.

Figure 11. Probability Distribution of Remaining Fuel on Group E Simulation.
Then, applying (adding and subtracting) two values of standard deviations over the average amount of the remaining fuel of each simulation, the researchers built table 5 that confirms that any flight would have the following maximum and minimum remaining fuel, with 95.4% of probability.

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Average Remaining Fuel</th>
<th>Minimum Remaining Fuel</th>
<th>Maximum Remaining Fuel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group A</td>
<td>3851 kg</td>
<td>2371 kg</td>
<td>5331 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group B</td>
<td>2855 kg</td>
<td>1297 kg</td>
<td>4413 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group C</td>
<td>2242 kg</td>
<td>677 kg</td>
<td>3807 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group D</td>
<td>4582 kg</td>
<td>3045 kg</td>
<td>6119 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group E</td>
<td>5874 kg</td>
<td>3861 kg</td>
<td>7887 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group F</td>
<td>17659 kg</td>
<td>6762 kg</td>
<td>28556 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group G</td>
<td>16180 kg</td>
<td>11364 kg</td>
<td>20996 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data coming from each simulated flight were also assessed and analyzed separately to compare the remaining fuel and the minimum reserve fuel (holding fuel). The researchers also evaluated if any flight "landed" with less remaining fuel than the minimum required, or in other words, in an emergency condition. Table 6
presents the resume of simulation results and the comparison between remaining fuel and minimum reserve fuel.

Table 6

Results of Simulations for Remaining Fuel and Difference to Reserve Fuel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flights simulated</th>
<th>Smallest Remaining Fuel</th>
<th>Smallest difference to the reserve fuel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group A</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>1543 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group B</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>1699 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group C</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>1895 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group D</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>2138 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group E</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>2323 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group F</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>3335 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group G</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>4581 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our study shows in the last column of Table 6 that after 800,000 simulations using historical data. No flight would land below minimum reserve fuel (holding fuel) after contingency fuel was changed to 5% of the Trip Fuel.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The researchers divided this study into two separates analyses. The first one looked at a group of over two hundred and ninety thousand flights from two of the largest Brazilian Airlines. The researchers used planning data and also real flight data to be able to understand further if the proposed change in the fuel calculation method, would impact the remaining fuel amount after landing. By doing that, we were able to evaluate if there will be a decrease in Flight Safety if the regulation change is approved. The result showed, with a confidence interval of 99.92%, that 71% of flights had the fuel on landing reduced when compared with the current regulation. And surprisingly, the remaining 29% of flights had an increase in their fuel quantity on landing. However, the information we were looking for is to find out if any flight has arrived on the ground after landing with a fuel amount less then the regulatory minimum, which would put it into a fuel emergency condition. The final result was that only one flight amongst over almost three hundred thousand has landed in a fuel emergency condition. However, the researchers decided not to consider this information to be valid since it has arrived in an emergency fuel condition even under the actual fuel regulatory rules, meaning also having the 10% fuel contingency fuel available.

The second part of the study was to randomly simulate thousands of flights, using the Monte Carlo simulation, to see if it would point to similar results of the first study. After using random entries within 800,000 fuel consumption values, the
simulation statistically demonstrated that no flight entered the fuel emergency condition, reinforcing the same conclusion achieved in the first study.

By having both studies getting the same end, we are now able to scientifically support that the change in the Brazilian fuel regulation can be made without decreasing our Flight Safety. All results were sent to ABEAR to be presented to ANAC together with the fuel data from all significant Brazilian airlines. All these documents were given to ANAC to technically support the regulatory change that could lead to a US$ 6.5M per year in fuel savings for Brazilian Aviation, considering 0.21% of the current fuel budget of the three biggest airlines flying in Brazil.

Limitations of the Study

The first limitation was the availability of flight data fuel records. The researchers were only able to get data from two of the three major Brazilian Airlines. Although it was sufficiently representative and it would be better if this research had been supplied with the material from the third airline. Another significant limitation was the availability of free software to develop the simulations. Although the researchers have positive and reliable results using the Monte Carlo simulation application and believe that would enrichen the study to have used aviation-related software such as Amadeus, Sabre, or Jeppesen. Other studies related to impacts in-flight operations use to also analyze data by applying seasonality effects. This research did not have additional data (more than one year) to evaluate the effect of the seasonality on fuel planning and consumption. However, the researchers understand that the evaluation of every single flight separately was sufficient to achieve the research objective.

Study Implications

The researchers believe our review is the only one available on this matter that have used simulation and also that took into account the statistical value of the data studied. The Airlines only gave ABEAR a mathematical study, not guaranteeing a specific significance interval. The quality and significance of our data should help convince those who have doubts about the maintenance of the Flight Safety values.

This study supports that all countries that have already made this change in fuel calculation policies were right when they took this decision and that Brazilian Authorities should head in the same way. This study also can solve any doubts the reader should have of the feasibility of this change regarding fuel management safety. ABEAR proposed this change, and it is currently under the ANAC evaluation process. The proposal was approved in February 2020 and became the new law starting April 1st, 2020.
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